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By Craig Richardson

Mr. William Shapiro, a former
member
of
Kenyon
College, addressed a near capacity
crowd in the Biology auditorium on
Monday, April 2. Titling his lecture

faculty
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this Saturday.

Romantics Send Off Summer
By David Baxter
Summer Send-OfKenyon's annual spring party is scheduled for
his week-enSponsored by the
ocial
Board and the
Council, the Send-Of- f
all .x?gins at 1 p.m. on Saturday, May
;uch : and lasts until approximately 7
bian j'clock p.m. The festivities will oc-:in the South quad where dinner
re's
itial vill also be served. Kegs of beer
port ill be on tap all day long. In the
will be
:hey vent of rain the Send-Of- f
:ieet leld in the Ernst Center and will
He nd in time for regular dinner in
mge und and Peirce.
ents Entertainment will be provided
be y several rock bands. The
see j high energy, contemporary rock
he and from kenyon will perform
)t to rst. Following the
will be
inlv
Livingston Taylor,
io it ."he Romantics, an explosive new-av- e
band will play last and
f,

d.
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should supply a lot of intense rock
and roll.
The Romantics, have come out
with three albums The Romantics,
National Breakout, and Strictly
Personal. An international rock
sensation, the band has opened for
Steve Miller, Peter Frampton, and
most recently, The Cars and Ted
Nugent. In 1980, the Romantics' hit
"What I Like About You" hit the
number two SDot in Australia, and
became their first gold single. The
band comes to Kenyon after their
Strictly Personal Tour of the U.S
that started last October.
will provide a
Summer Send-Of- f
good opportunity for everyone to
escape from academic pressure
and relax before final exams. So
come on down to the South Quad
this Saturday afternoon and help
give summer a great start!
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self-interest-

Lastly, he noted that ideological
dispositions should not interfere
with the hiring of teachers.
Concluding that to be educated
means not accepting unthinking
opinions,
egalitarian
or
unegalitarian, Shapiro commented
that "teaching must begin from
the standpoint that anything is
possible, so that excellence can
resume its former place in colleges
and universities, and cease being
evaluated in scholarship and
quantitative terms."

s,

self-intere- st

William Shapiro returned to Kenyon Monday night and spoke on academic freedom.

Fancy Reagan Hosts Kenyon Siudenis at Conference
By Lisa Somer,

Jennifer Dunning,
and Judith Painter
What would you think if you
walked into an Oberlin College
classroom and heard such slogans
as "We don't need the ERA,
Ronald Reagan will pay our
way!," "Warfare not welfare,"
"Suffering, not suffrage; repeal

the
vote!"?
Especially
if
they were being chanted by
cheerleaders complete with pompoms and they all looked conspicuously like Nancy Reagan
clones?
"No, it doesn't mean that Oberlin
has gone crazy, but that the infamous organization Ladies Again-

st

Women,

illustrious

boasting such

members as Phyllis
Shifty,
Jerry Feelbad, Fancy
Reagan and Anita Tyrant, is
crusading once again. This
growing organization, which uses
spectacle and satire to voice
political opinions, was our introduction to the Student Conon Reproductive Rights
The Dean answered that there ference
College on the
hosted by
are plenty of other campus jobs weekend of Oberlin
April 17th and 18th.
and that the College employs
The conference was organized
student workers in every departKent
by Oberlin
ment. He said in addition that Women's Organization, Reproducwhile Kenyon's financial aid tive Rights National Network
monies will be cut next year, it (R2N2), and
by
would be false to say that a conDemocratic Socialists of America.
veyor belt could take away student In attendance for the weekend
jobs.
were student groups from NYU, U
Next Ed Spodick asked what Mass, University of Maryland,
provisions were being made for ar- Wittenberg, Kent, Oberlin, U.C.
tificial lighting through the stained and Kenyon. Also present were
glass windows on the East wall of reoresentatives
from the
Peirce.
p
Women's
Washington
a
this
said
Edwards
of Black acmembers
and
Clinic
particularly difficult problem that tivist groups.
has been very hard to solve.
The driving force behind the conBecause the new dishroom in the ference was R2N2, formed in 1979
sunlight,
obstruct
would
courtyard
out of 23 various groups, which has
a partition will be erected behind grown to an affiliation of 50 groups
of
installation
the east wall for the
around the U.S. In their own worartificial lighting.
ds, "We believe that women have a
on pageseven

Council Discusses Peirce Renovation

.

By Chris Romer
The main topic of discussion at
Sunday night's Student Council
on
centered on plans to
run meeting
renovate Peirce Hall over the sum-

get
lall.

"Academic Freedom", Shapiro
spoke of the changes that the
educational system has undergone
since the 1960's.
According to Shapiro, the 60's
bred
an
alliance
between
unreflective
idealism
and
individual
While the
ending of the draft, and civil rights
were positive aspects of this
movement,
he asserted,
the
excellence of college education
declined during this time. He
stated that there was, and
continues to be emphasis on doing
research, with the idea that
scholars make better teachers.
Thus, in order to keep their jobs, he
noted, the teacher spend more
time pursuing their own
namely research, and
students' education suffers as a
result.
This
in the name of
scholarship
will
change our
society, he said, and the education
needed to make real moral

decisions will be absent as
teachers devote less time to their
students and more time to their
research.
Shapiro proposed that when
colleges are hiring teachers, the
teachers should be evaluated on
the basis of their teaching and not
their scholarly accomplishments.
He added that there should be no
such thing as affirmitive action
guidelines because teachers should
be judges
solely on their
performance in the classroom.
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Shapiro Urges Teaching, Not Research
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Dean of Students Thomas

presented

!

Ed-var-

ds

architectural

jiueprints for the $550,000 project,
hich will be submitted to the
3oard of Trustees for approval this
weekend. The College will pay lor
he remodeling with surplus funds
:'rom the Cumulative Reserve for
Repair and Rehabilitation Plan,
Edwards said.
include the inThe plans
stallment of conveyor belts in Peir-:- e
and Dempsey which will lead in-- o
a new dishroom to be
in the courtyard between
he two buildings. All food,
drink lines and salad bars,'
ill
be situated behind the
ireplace wall. The present serving
ine and the wall behind it will be
'emoved to make way for a more
accommodating service area.
Representative Anne Rainsford
asked Edwards if the project is
really vital right now and if it
vould delay development of the
ibrary. Edwards replied that the
"ollege has no larger priority than
he library as far as expenditures.
However, he added, the design at
Peirce has to be modernized to increase efficiency and lessen costs.
?he Dean said that the College has
he resources to make these improvements now before construction costs rise to prohibit such
apian in the future.
Several Council members expressed concern about the
aesthetic, appearance of a
belt in Peirce Hall. To this
Oean Edwards replied that every
Mnsultant and food service administrator he has dealt with feel it
'ould be too expensive to continue
He said while the
'ith
ollege tries in every way to keep
osts down, every food service
comes through on the
tudent's bill.
con-tructe-

'd

in-:ludi- ng

con-'ey-

self-busin-

Cindy Frost wanted to know if
e
workers at Peirce were
about the kitchen
consulted
renovation.
Edwards assured her that the
College has discussed the proposed
changes with AHA managers. He
said the College must rely on their
judgement in passing this information along to workers.
said apEdwards
Dean
proximately $235,000 has been
budgeted to pay for all new equipment, including the belt. Construction costs would push the expense over half of a million dollars,
he added. He stressed that,
although the initial expense is
high, the College would save
money in the long run.
Karen Rockwell expressed concern for the students cafeteria jobs
that might be lost under such a
plan.
full-tim-

I

Pro-Choic- e,

co-sponser-

ed

Self-Hel-

right to control our own bodies and
that we must organize to secure
that right."
They are not a single issue
group; their ideology of the individual's right to determine his or
her own best
leads to
their advocacy of
rights, improvement in workplace
conditions as well as demands for
equal pay, decent housing and
healthcare, quality childcare, a
home free from violence, and an
end to victimization by racism.
R2N2 works to bond diverse groups
by stressing
the common
denominator of oppression. The
Oberlin workshops were designed
to inform individuals of strategies
through which to ease oppression.
p
workshop emThe
phasized the benefits of women
taking their healthcare into their
own hands. A film showed the
historical changes that have
in this area; women
controlled midwifery has succumbed to the expansion of the
thereby
professions,
medical
mystifying women's bodies and
somehow rendering their natural
functions into a sickness which
must be treated by a specialist.
alterCervical
native methods of birth control
such as the cervical cap, and menstrual extraction (a technique for
birth control, abortion, and relief
discomfort) were
of mentrual
presented as means through which
women can begin to regain control
over their bodies.
self-intere- st

gay-lesbia-

n

self-hel-

oc-cur-

self-examinati-

ed
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continued on page eight
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Radical Shows Rare Film
By Dale West
--"w-

ww

Edward Lamb, millionaire and
radical will present a
film showing the construction of
Russia's new BAM railroad, in.
Siberia on May 5, at 7:00 in the
Biology Auditorium. The film was
the product of Lamb's personal
tour with Leoniod Breshnev.
The 79 year old labor lawyer,
businessman, and author, comes to
Kenyon through the efforts of
history professor Kai Schoenhals.
e
millionaire
Lamb is a
and controls over 600 million
dollars worth of investments.
He is the author of the recently
Sharing
The
book,
released
Society, which point out the need
in America for jobs, shelter, and
energy. He feels that every
American has the right to
education, work, and a fair share
of the national wealth. He also
states that the U.S. must "join the
world" in an effort to find in
self-label-

ed

self-mad-

or

g.

ex-'.nditu- re

Edward Lamb and daughter with Fidel Castro in

1979.

ternational peace.
Lamb's varied background has
caught the attention of the F.B.I,
and the C.I.A. Years ago, Lamb
wrote both agencies and requested
all the files they had on him, as is
his right under the Freedom of Information Act. What he received
were reams and reams of
material, including opened mail

and

taped

versations.

telephone

Lamb's

con-

close

associations with such eminents as
Fidel Castro, Breznev, Martin
Luther King, Adlai Stevenson, and
Supreme Court Justice O'Douglas
have added to his celebrity status,,
as well as caused him to be held un-der close surveillance of U.S. in
telligence.
Lamb will be visiting classes
May 5 and lecturing that evening.
The next day, May 6. Lamb will be
flying to New York for the Nuclear
Freeze Rally to be one of the main
speakers at that event in Carnegie
Hall.

Thursday, April 29.
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Guest Editorial
By Michael Cannizzaro

Political Forum Editor
Diversity in the student body and diversity in the
faculty are two essential aspects of a small liberal
arts college which Kenyon College sorely lacks. At the
beginning of this school year, student residences were
inundated with yellow cards proclaiming Kenyon's
avowed status as an equal opportunity college with no
discrimination because of sex, race, color, or national
or ethnic origin. Unfortunately, it now seems almost
as if so many of those cards were posted because of
the lack of physical evidence to support those claims.
The absurdly tiny minority population on campus,
illustrate the
both student and faculty, easily
"
as does the
deficiency
in
these areas,
disproportionately small percentage of female
faculty members. However, it seems that there is a
more subtle, and perhaps more dangerous problem
here at Kenyon: College policy and practice in the
hiring of faculty.
Last Monday, William Shapiro spoke here,
returning to Kenyon five years after he was released
in a cotroversial and unpopular administrative
decision. The main problem in that issue was
Shapiro's assertion that the college had made him
verbal promises to the effect that though his contract
designated him as a visiting professor, and thus not
eligible for tenure, he would be considered as a
regular professor in that respect. Shapiro is not the
only professor who claims he was mislead by the
administration; there have been many in the past five
years since the massive student outcry against his
dismissal. It can be understandably difficult to
attract quality teachers to central Ohio with just a one
year contract to offer. However, "verbal assurances"
made by outgoing administrators, or in other ways
impossible to keep promises should not be a part of
the process. The way this problem should be dealt
with is not with idle talk, but action.
e
The College insists it is trying to balance the
ratio on the faculty. Unfortunately, it has been
and will continue to be unsuccessful unless it acts on
the lack of incentive for any single or married women
to come to Kenyon. So far, college policy seems to be
to hide all the first year single faculty back in the
Mcllvaine Apartments, which are as unattractive, it
seems, as the name. This is one problem the college
seems to be perpetuating, rather than addressing.
Another major problem in the process of
diversifying the faculty is in priorities ; is the college
hurting the overall quality of its faculty by attempting
to fill "quotas"? It is difficult to question the sincerity
of the College's intentions, but the results of the
policy, regardless of intentions, show that this may
well be the case. Some department heads have been
strongly urged to hire female faculty, though the
market in some fields is slim at best. In other cases, it
is possible that a candidate's ideology plays a part in
the decision not to hire.
One thing is certain: Kenyon has lost many
individuals outstanding in the fields of College
evaluation: teaching excellence, publications, and
service to the community. The reasons behind the
departure of such talented professors range from the
lack of attention given to existing problems in
Kenyon's size and location, and a sometimes
overabundence of emphasis placed on the College's
of
view
The
"diversity".
result of the.
administration's approach to the problem of diversity
may well be the illusion of diversity, which is by far
worse than the present lack of it. It is not clear that
the College understands that diversity has little to do
with a person's shape, color, or accent; it has to do
with diversity of thought, and must go hand in hand
with a standard of quality of the mind. That
understanding is essential to the healthy growth and
change that the College itself has acknowledged it
must undergo.
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Tyranny???
Editors:
The "Tyranny

To the

Reigns

at

Kenyon" editorial of 7 April was
wrong in asserting "Senate being
able to close its meetings to reporters on important matters." The
Campus Government Constitution
does provide that Judicial Board
"hearings shall be closed to the
public unless the Board and the accused agree that a public hearing
would be in the best interest of all
concerned." But the Constitution
does not authorize the Senate to
close its meetings to anyone. Put
positively, Collegian reporters will
always be welcome at Senate
meetings while I am its chair.
Beyond that consideration, the
editorial raises a question about
language. Since conquering South
Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia, the
North Vietnamese have abolished
all vestiges of free speech. No
reporter is permitted to publish
dissent. Several hundred thousand
of the oppressed have paid $2,700 in
gold per adult and $1,350 per child
to buy an opportunity to hazard
escape by sea. Tens of thousands
have died in that attempt. Some
126,000 South Vietnamese languish
in concentration camps. (James
Harrison's Endless War is
Chalmers' newest book on Vietnam, see pp. 303-- on refugees. The
8 April 82 WSJ, p. 24, reports on the
camps.)
If exclusion
My question:
(surely reprehensible) of a reporter from a meeting of elected
students and faculty would "tyranny," what English word is left to
describe the Vietnamese gulag or
constitute that "squalid little dictatorship" in Argentina?
AlanB. Batchelder
Senate Chair, 1981-85

3

Brian Kearney
Michael Cannizzaro
Melinda Roberts
Anna Grimes
John Hays, Jane Reiss
Dave Deacon, Bob Warbutron
Lisa Neuville, Ted O'Brien
Jean Deppner

l

THE KENYON COLLEGIAN encourages all letters to the Editors. We insist, however, that
the letters be concise and without personal malice. All submissions must be typed, double-space- d
on a 60 character line. We request all letters be turned in on Saturday before 7 p.m.
We reserve the right to edit all material while maintaining the original intentions of the
particular submission.
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Commends
Sensitivity
To the Editors:
I would like to commend Joshua

Welsh for his excellent article last
week. Welsh should be applauded
for his objectivity, his insight, and
his fine handling of an extremely
controversial
subject. He has
made us look at Kenyon through a
perspective not commonly taken.'
while at the same time not annoying us in the effort. Good work,
Josh.
Sincerely,
Jeff Ehrbar

Thanks Workers
To the

Editors:

write this letter to extend a
warm and hearty thank you to
all the people who helped to
make Middle Path Day a
I

planting
'ine downtown
project was completed much
sooner than we anticipated,
thanks to the efforts of many
students and townpeople. We
also planted about 200 saplings
in the college nursery and completed the reconstruction of the
path by the Hill Theatre down to
the South Parking Lot. Many of
the paths on campus had the
gravel raked from the sides
back onto the path and they are
now ready to be edged.
Once again, many thanks to
all who helped. Much was accomplished and everyone had a
good time.
Sincerely,
Taylor Johnson
Buildings a nd Grounds
Committee

We're Cold, Cruel,
And Heartless
Dear Editors,
Having attended the April

18

student council meeting I was surprised and angry to read your
"Hostile" headline on the front
page of the Collegian last week. I
did not participate in the
discussion of last week's student
council's discussion, which yen
refer to as 'hostile. I had not even
realized the hard feelings before
that meeting between the council
and the Collegian. I had thought
the animosity had been settled at
the meeting. It has seemed to me
that the council was trying to
the harsh feelings. At the end
of the meeting I thought it all
resolved. Apparently not! The gall
of you! Why are you trying to instigate a fight.. Don't you have
anything else to do, instead of
arguing with people who are trying
To the Editors:
to fight for a better food service,
The recent housing lottery left fairer housing, and better cominmany sophomore women,
munications, etc., etc., etc. Do you
cluding myself, very concerned realize how much the student counabout the ability of Kenyon to cil goes through for you. . As chairfairly house students.
man of the elections committee, I
At the housing discussion on already see the general apathy of
March 24 Dean Reading seemed to the student body. Barely
d
suggest that if people were inof the students vote during a three
terested in which end of campus day election, not to mention a one
they lived on they shouldn't enter day election. With media support
the lottery as a block. However, afyours, it is a wonder anyone
ter all the blocks chose housing like
votes at all. I think your assertions
there was a very limited choice, are wrong, ugly, and a demon(only about fifteen rooms total),
stration of your own apathy in the
for even the first roommate pair.
people who work for you.
What is the justification for putSincerely,
ting eight blocks in Bushnell, thus
Cindy Frost
leaving only the four smaller corOld Kenyon Student
ner rooms for roommate pairs?
Council Rep.
The situation in Manning wasn't
any better, and there weren't any
Candidate Explains
double rooms in the other dorms on
south campus available for room- Dear Editors and especially those
mates. Of the fourteen sophomore who voted for me in the past
election,
blocks only one was disappointed
I would like to explain my
with the end of campus they will be
I
.
living on. I'm sure the number of resignation as secretary-electin
roommate pairs dissatisfied will had not expected to be accepted I
studies program.
the
be significantly larger.
The housing explanation form had not received any letter at all
distributed by the Office for concerning the program leading
Student Residences mentions a me to believe my chances were1
couple of times what happens if negative. In anticipation that to
there are more blocks than would not be accepted I decided
run for secretary. The Monday
available rooms. Why bother to exafter I was elected I learned of my
plain this when fifteen block secacceptance. I am sorry for the
tions are reserved for fourteen
blocks? I was led to believe that confusion. But, thank you for your
block housing wasn't a very good support and be ready for my
for
alternative, but I now realize that letters from England
might just run from there for a
it is the roommate pairs that get
position my senior year.
the short end of the deal.
Thank you,
This preferential treatment to
Cindy Frost
block housing is unfair and unnecessary. I have nothing against
Where's Women's Lax?
the block system, but the roommate pairs should get an equal
To Editors,
chance for decent housing. The
It is unfortunate for the Kenyon
number of blocks allowed has gotcommunity and the Kenyon
ten out of hand and should be
women's lacrosse team that the
limited if a fair housing system is
Collegian has had such poor
to be preserved.
coverage of the "winningest" team
Sincerely,
on campus. There have been Ion?
Lisa Neuville
continued on page three
am-men-
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Food For Thought
By Bill Koggan
The annual production of wheat
provides enough to supply every
individual in the world with two
pounds a day of wheat. Also, the
annual fish catch, if evenly
distributed,
would
provide
everyone with 40 pounds a year. In
the face of this apparent abundance of food, 462 million people
are now in the process of starving
to death.
This situation only
promises to deteriorate as the
years go by.
This deterioration, however, will
not be primarily attributable to a
cooling climate, pollution, or the
world's growing deserts. Contrary
to popular mythology, most people
starve not because of the whims of
nature, but because they have no
place for food production. This
problem is, in the words of a UN
economist, "institutional, political,
and

social."

The major source of this
problem has been the dual process
of

industrialization

and

in-

of the third
ternationalization
world and the third world's food
production. These impressively
titled processes take two forms;
one is the increased reliance of the
countries on imported food stuffs,
and the other is the decline of the
domestic production of the staples.
In the quest for profit or hard
currency many third world farmers have been forced to give up
their land for the pursuit of "the efficient use of capital; or the landlord's pursuit of profit.
A hypothetical
farmer, Juan
V'aldes, provides us with a good
example of how this process occurs. Juan, once upon a time was

probably a subsistence farmer until someone decided they could' use
their capital more efficiently by
buying land and establishing a coffee plantation. Eighty million
acres of Brazil has been purchased
by Americans alone. So, Juan is
now landless but elects to do
picking. His brother Roberto, the
co- - owner, elects to move to
the
city to seek his fame and fortune.
Latin America has lost 2.5 million
agricultural related jobs.
The largest city in the third
world is now Mexico City, mainly
because of this type of migration.
With few industrial jobs to offer the
new migrants, many are left to suffer malnutrition and-o- r starvation.
Now Juan, in spite of being in the
middle of some of the most productive land in the world, can no
longer feed his family.
Only 10
of the plantation is
alloted for the production of
staples to meet the peasants'
needs. This modicum portion of
land usually provides only enough
food for two months. The rest must
be purchased from an average
family income of $680 a year. But,
with the price of corn reaching
$1.20 per pound no one gets to eat
much.
This is especially true for the little girls. Third world populations

are

disproportionately
male
because when times are hard the

girls receive less food and quickly
fall prey to disease. This is of course in spite of the fact that they
naturally have a superior immunological system.
But, we must keep in mind that
this "natural selection" is just one
more manifestation of the miracle

the market place. Why?
Because in the third world, a son,
apart from any cultural bias, is a
better investment for the disenfranchised farmer with neither
land nor community for security.
Now, the solution to this problem
is not to ship poor Juan and company food; this will only foster
their dependence. This has been
shown to only hurt the domestic
production of staples by driving
of

down prices and making the local
government more subject to international credit control. The
peculiar point brings us to the con-

clusion.
Why do so many people in third

world nations permit their
populaces
to starve in the
scenarios that are frequently a
variation of the one described
above? If one excludes the fact
that the elites are very fond of the

the lack of effectiveness in Act II."
We don't see how this comment is
either sensible or even vaguely
responsible. Chekhov's play is a
darkly comic yet sensitive work

continued from page two

articles about out of season teams
teams, but
and about intra-murup until the last issue there has not
been a word about women's
lacrosse. I do not mean to imply
teams and out of
that intra-murseason teams are unimportant; on
the contrary I think it is terrific
that they do get coverage.
However, covering five spectacular games of the
team on campus in
one short article is grossly
inadequate. But then again
something is better than nothing.
Sure, w hen nothing has appeared
you have had your excuses, such
as: "the printers lost the article,"
and "the reporter did not get the
article in on time; and so it was
posted on the board outside the office, but it disappeared before we
saw it." However, the members of
the women's lacrosse team (and
you) are the only ones in the community who know this. The result
is that the community thinks that
the team has disappeared from the
face of the earth, or that women's
lacrosse at Kenyon is a hoax - no
such thing exists, or they have
heard of us and think you have not
heard of us. At best it seems to be a
poor reflection on you.
I believe that you editors do not
feel the fault belongs on your end of
the field ( so to speak ) , and perhaps
it does not. But you as leaders of
the Collegian team ought to
help
perhaps get some mid-fielfrom the sports editors. At the
least, in the event of a lost article,
they could get some statistics
worked into a blurb about the
team, and an explanation about the
lost article.
Sincerely,
Margaretta D. Gallagher
al

al
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Candidate Archer
Sends Thanks
HONORABLE CONMOST
STITUENTS,
I would like to express my sincere thanks to all those people who
worked so hard to get me elected
It
Council President.
Student
would have been quite an honor to
return to Gambier from Houston,
Texas and assume the position.
However since the election did

not work out in my favor, I shall
remain in exile, pursuing a
Masters of Business and Public
degree at Rice
Management
University. Yes, I shall remain the
serious, dedicated student that I
have always been (except of course when I wear a Groucho Marx
disguise to take a Cost Accounting
test, or bring my ventriloquial
dummy along to take a Finance
test, or join a triumverate of
classmates in rating our
professors from the back of the
room using Olympic judging
techniques) and uphold Kenyon's
:fine reputation
Thanks once again for your support.
Sincerely,
Jim Archer
1205 Crocker St., Apt. B
Houston, TX 77019

Hans' Release
Disappointing

Bill Edwards

Kathy Walker
Gretchen Cline
LizTowson
Hunter Estes
Catering Bergin
Douglas Thompson
Wendy Owens
Allison Hargraves
John Collins

Steve Rosenbush
Elizabeth Markham
George C. Moore, Jr.
Scott Miller
Becky Milner
Margaret Hill
Joe Pegues
Anne Rainsford
Lisa Karandanis
Carol Fiedler

JeanDeppner

Tama Gervelis
Rosslyn Kooser
David Watson
Trony Franceschini
Fredericka Altmiller
Amy Haury
Nancy Wise
Wallace C. Hendersn
Jon Gerace
Mark Cartland
Charles Bultman

Douglas E. Perry

To the Editors:
We would like to take this
portunity to express our disappointment that Mr. Hans will not
be teaching in the English Department at Kenyon College after this
academic year. He is an outstanding instructor who encourages our active participation
in literature, challenges the ways
in which we look at it, and shows
how it is part of the world in which
we live. He is personally as well as
professionally interested in our
lives, and generously shares his
own experience with us.
Mr Hans has those rare and
essential qualities which characterize a truly excellent teacher We
are grateful to have been able un-to
study with such a fine man. It is
fortunate that future Kenyon
opstudents will not have the same
portunity.
Sincerely,
Katherine Anderson
Mary L. Poling
Pamela Reed
Lissa Johnson
Emily Yukich
Nicholas Boyle
Daniel Shefleman
Michael Cawly
James Fleming
Tracy O'Donnell
op-

Jeanne Sabol
MikeVoigt
Craig Adams
Jan Richardson

KCDC Must Aim

More Realistically
To the Editors,

In a closed and small community
such as Kenyon there
exists a great reluctance to
criticize the performances and artistic efforts of its members. While
the absence of negative feedback
may make many Kenyon performers happy, this lack can only
have a harmful effect on the
general state of art in Gambier. To
the point, while Dan Blockus calls
the KCDC production of Anton
Chekhov's The Seagull "a treat,
the general performance struck us
frankly as objectionable to the
extreme of being offensive and
embarassing.
Dan Blockus claims the play
"has its uneven moments," and
says "I fault Chekhov's play more
than the KCDC production of it for

centering about the disparity experienced by a young man between
the intense and passionate potential he possesses, and the
negligible amount he is able to express in the confused world of his
peers and loved ones (a theme
which holds great relevance for the
Kenyon community). The KCDC
production fails to bring this theme
to life for two reasons. Firstly, The
Seagull's actions concern a series
of delicate Russian temperaments,
however the characters that appeared on the Bolton stage, with
the exception of Ms. Tordiand Ms.
Janney, seemed to us to have come
from either the eastern or southern
United States, not Tsarist Russia.
Secondly, the drama in general
struck us as nothing short of an absurd burlesque, not anything which
could have possibly been the
product of the Russian literary
tradition. In light of these shortcomings how could anyone but feel
sorry for Chekhov?
This is not to say that everyone
in KCDC should be knowledgeable
of all aspects of world literature.
Rather, while Blockus blames
Chekhov, we find it more constructive to question the con-

fidence behind the KCDC's
decision to perform The Seagull
rather than a play that lay further
within the scope of their artistic
powers and with which they were
more familiar. Overall we feel that
the effects of KCDC failed to capture the spirit of The Seagull owing
to an overambitious choice of text.
We suggest that in the future a
more realistic choice fo text could
result in successful experiences at
the theatre.
Sincerely,
Paul Lysaker
John Collins

-- behind Farr
I

427-357-
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trappings of modernity, including
the cash which the crops bring in,
which supports industrialization
and capital intensive agriculture
which unemployes millions, we are
left with the abvious factors of the
corporation, and the
world economic order.
The world economic order is
clearly biased toward a particular
development model. It essentially
adheres to a strong believ that
multi-nation-

al

capital

intensive

"The best chocolates in town

The Sweet Shoppe
7 West Vine Street,
Mount Vernon

Now available at the
Kenyon Bookstore.

salon
Hall-- i
I

and

in-

dustrialization are the only means
to develop.
They also tactily
adhere to a belief in the free
market economy. Those who don't
chose to follow this course are for
all practical purposes denied
credit. Hence, the third world
governments naturally chose the
route assigned them. The
multinational corporation with its
ability to provide capital intensive
industrialization
nicely
profits
from this situation.
These two factors, when applied
to agricultural development, make
a deadly combination.
They
clearly steer the development of
agriculture on the path of capital
intensive and energy intensive
operations. This is so because the
safest risks from the perspective of
international financiers are those
which are most like those which
conform to their prototype of a
promising business operation.
Hence, Juan loses his farm to
someone, either the government or
a business, whose endeavor is often financed by such noble
organizations as the international
monetary fund, Chase Manhattan,
or the AID program.
To put an end to this situation it
is time America stop trying to dictate how the third world should
develop. If we examine our own
development we will notice we
developed from a nation of small
independent farmers. Perhaps we
should give the other nations a
chance to do so.

"
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Where is Lagos? Visiting Prof Russel Geiger Knows
By Lisa Mesaros
"Lagos became to me as much a

home as any other place we've
lived" (his family went with him),
e
visiting faculty
says
member in anthrosoc Russel
Geiger. He describes his stay in
Lagos, Nigeria in West Africa
He wrote his dissertation there
before arriving at Kenyon.
A graduate of Ohio Wesleyan, he
took sociology and criminology
courses as part of his teaching contract with the Cleveland public
schools. This led him to pursue
part-tim- e
graduate work in
sociology at Kent State. There,
Geiger discovered cultural anthropology and Africa in particular.
Now pursuing his study of
Africa, he began graduate work at
Illinois
University.
Southern
full-tim-

.

at a time. His next appointment
was Southern Illinois. Then, during
his term at MacMurray College,
Geiger was the only aninstructor.
thropologysociology

What made Geiger eager to visit
Africa? In high school, he recalls,
he wanted to be a medical
missionary to foreign countries.
He got his wish to travel when he
completed his graduate work in
1972 and went to Africa.
His stay in Lagos was very
rewarding. "I'd love to go back,"
he says. Geiger explained that
working on his dissertation in
Africa was quite different from
holding any other kind of job there:
"You are doing field work. Your
job is just to get to know people.
You don't hold any other job. It
takes a while to get used to how
strange people perceive you," he
reflects wun amusement.
In 1974, after returning from
Africa, Geiger began a series of
visiting faculty appointments. He
taught at Denison for a total of
three years, appointed for one year

Geiger arrived at Kenyon in 1980
term. He discusses
for a three-yea- r
what he enjoys most about
Kenyon, especially in relation to
his previous teaching posts.
He has been able to get widely involved in activities at Kenyon, settling in to a greater extent than he
was able to do at Dennison, where
he stayed for three years, but
was appointed for one year each
time. In planning according to this
time limit, he did not get as involved since he thought he would
be only there for one year.
Another positive experience at
Kenyon was the large an- -

This Week's Projections
Nosferatu

The Enforcer

Song Remains

The Enforcer. Directed by

James

Heavens To Murgatroid!

Dirty

Fargo. Starring Clint Eastwood,
Harry Guardino, Tyne Daly. 1976,
97 min.

Harry Callahan accepts a female
partner (Tyne Daly) despite his
constant complaint that all of his
partners either end up off the Force or dead.

The Enforcer is the third in the
Dirty Harry series, and by far the
worst. But that's not to say that
Dirty Harry was particularly good.
This (hopefully) final edition
features Clint Eastwood behaving
stone-face- d
in
a typically
demeanor as he scours San Francisco to locate a group of militant
terrorists who have kidnapped the
mayor. As if the stupidity of the
mayor's assistants isn't bad
enough, the terrorists look so conspicuously unsavory that the police
should have picked them up for
vagrancy, and the mayor is merely
a stereotype of the witless, submissive, cowardly politician too often pictured on the big screen.
Only Callahan and his partner
have any brains at all.
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The third feature on which he
comments enthusiastically is his
chance to "focus in on my interest
in anthropology and sociology,
especially Africa" while teaching
at Kenyon.

Hoyle Enthralls Listeners with Sherlock
The Sherlock Holmes Adven
ture Series gets back in gear in
a big way this week with a live
performance on Sunday, 7 p.m.,
in traditional Peirce Lounge,
plus an extra-speciradio
presentation on Monday, 8 p.m.
on Gambier's own wkco.
This week's offering is a
chiller
The Adventure of the
Sussex Vampire. This dark and
mysterious tale bring Holmes
and Watson into heretofore
unknown territory
the realm
of the supernatural.
This one promises to be a
an
a
eye opener, and a
All of your deepest
superstitions about vampires
will be touched to the core in
The Adventure of the Sussex
al

r,

teeth-grinde-

V

r,

Chris Hoyle Narrates Sherlock Holmes.

Vampire. This is the adventure
series. You won't want to miss
it.

By Sara Overton
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Trends in Admissions

The flinty Clint returns in The Enforcer.

HARDWARE, PAINTS, HOUSEWARES

AnthroSoc prof Russel Geiger

thropologysociology department,
whose company released Geiger
from the heavy responsibility of
being the only instructor in the
department as he was at

Space does not permit featuring
the other visiting faculty, but all
are as interesting as Geiger and
his African sojourn, and students
are encouraged to seek out the
following visiting faculty:
In
In art, Wrescoat-Holtzmabiology, Tennis: also Brokaw and
Mallory who share an appointment. In mathematics.
In economics.
Nunemacher.
Bataller and Purdue. In history.
Averill. In political science.
Charles and Ms. Rubin, Patrick
Coby,
Jacobs and Coats. In
English, Mankoff and Hutner. In
modern foreign languages, Karen
Coby and Carcich.

mind-expande- r.

g.

Colorful parachutes graced the April sky last Saturday over the lower athletic fields.

years."

tear-jerke-

behind-the-scene-

Nevertheless, The Enforcer does
feature some interesting moments.
One concerns Callahan's unusual
V i I means of dealing with gunmen cornered in a store and holding
hostages;
it is questionable,
though, whether even these
criminals deserve to be splattered
all over the walls.
Certainly Eastwood is capable of
making better films. Play Misty
For Me is exemplary of his latent
skill as a director, as is The Outlaw
The Enforcer
Wales.
li Josey
doesn't even approach there. It
is simply mundane, bloody, insipid
397 5747 M drivel. Eastwood would have done better to resist the money that The
Enforcer s producers unaouDteaiy
offered
and devote his abilities to a
nfo
more worthy effort. J.T.

-

r

Mac-Murra-

followng each performance, but
the members of Led Zeppelin
remain to play once more to a different tide of humanity. It is the
life of the band in front of, and
away from the cameras and
microphones which The Song
Remains the Same chronicles so
successfully.--J- .
T.

Survivors in a plague infested city
are shown milling about the square
mall as acres of rats pulsate
around their feet. And then there is
Nosferatu, the Vampyre. Directed the vampire, seen stalking about at
by Werner Herzog. Starring Klaus night, a silent black-robe- d
figure
Kinski, Isabelle Adjani, Bruno contrasting against the opulence of
Ganz. 1979, German with English his victims' houses as he moves in
subtitles, 107 min.
search of sustenance.
It has been some time since the
Nosferatu stands out as one of
third film in the Herzog series ap- Herzog's most compelling efforts.
peared on the Rosse Hall screen. It is a disturbing, yet enthralling
Nosferatu is the final installment masterpiece. - J. T.
in this series, and once again it
demonstrates
the magnificance
that is inherent in Herzog's work.
The plot is based on Bram
Stoker's Dracula.
Jonathan
The Song Remains the Same.
Harker (Ganz) leaves his beautiful Directed by Peter Clifton and Joe
wife Lucy (Adjani) in England as Massot. Featuring Led Zeppelin.
he travels to the Count's distant 1973, 136 min.
castle on a business venture.
The Song Remains the Same is
Spying a picture of the woman, based on Led Zepplin's 1973
Dracula becomes obsessed with Madison Square Garden apto pearance. Directors Clifton and
finding her. He ventures
England, spreading plague and Massot have done a fine job comdeath wherever he goes.
bining actual concert footage,
Klaus Kinski is superlative as featuring such memorable songs
the driven, diabolical Count. He as "Stairway to Heaven", with
s
portrays tne vampire as a hateful
drama and
demon, but this demon is not dream-lik- e
sequences of the band
without his pitiable qualities. on tour. The atmosphere
Forever isolated in the darkness, throughout is electric, and the
he can never escape his grisly score is exciting.
routine of blood-suckinAmong the many interesting
Moreover, the striking make-u- p
highlights of the film is the glimpse
which adorns Kinski adds to this it offers into the personal lives of
haunting,
ghastly image. He the musicians at home in England.
resembles Max Schreck in the The harried, hectic lives they lead
original 1922 version in having while out on the road are in sharp
degenerating fingernails, a bald contrast to the peacefulness that
head, somewhat pointed ears, and reigns among their families. The
obvious fangs.
Song Remains the Same is
The beautiful photography dominated by such dichotomies;
evident in Aguirre, the Wrath of its music bridges the gap between
God and Stroszek is also present
the band on stage and the audienhere. Herzog includes scenes of a ce, but they nevertheless are
plauge ship crossing a calm sea, its forever separate. The fans consails painted a brilliant crimsom.
stitute a sea which ebbs out
-

Provost Jerry Irish explains that
an appointment varies from one to
three years in length and may
sometimes be extended to four.
"We try to get away from having
people come for just a year and
then leave. That's disruptive for
the department and the students."
He describes the procedure used
for filling in for several Kenyon
faculty members on leave in a
row: "If a department will have
three members on sabbatical in a
row, we'll appoint one visiting
faculty to fill in for them for three

.s

E

--

There has been a push to send
more recruiters to the south and
As colleges face increasing
west coast than had been seen
numbers applying for admission before.
government
funds,
and decreasing
This attempt to bring in students
the admission process becomes from across the country is evident
more and more selective. For a
the applicants for the class of
school such as Kenyon, which is in
1986. They are more spread out
already considered selective, the geographically
than any past class
basis for admission comes to rely with more applications from the
on the applicant's transcript,
west" than before.
the
leaving
extracurricular "far
The number of applications for
activities to pad the applicant's
of 1986 was 1600 which is
application or help the admissions the class
from last year.
identical
almost
officers decide on borderline 1070 of
were
applicants
these
applicants.
and 80 were wait listed.
Director of Admissions John admitted expects
about 180 more
Kushan broke down Kenyon's Kushan
if
admission process in this way. The applications to be considered
is
space
available.
categories are listed by order of
1)
high school
importance:
transcript - this includes a look at
the level of courses taken as well
as the grades received, 2) essay 3)
official school recommendation 4)
5)
test
scores,
and

"extracurriculars."
include,
"Extracurriculars"
along
with
extracurricular

activities, whether the applicant is
a
legacy
minority
student,
affiliations
geographic
and
diversity. Kushan stresses that
every part of every applicant's
application is examined but the
plays
most
the
transcript
important part in the decision.
"Academic ability has to be
considered first. If the student does
not have academic
potential,
personal qualities can't help,"
Kushan explained.
Greater geographic distribution
is an area the admissions office
has been working hard to achieve
over the past seven or eight years.

HECKLER
DRUG
PHOTOGRAPHY DEPT.
YASKIXA
KIXCN
DARXRCCM

SUPPLIES &
ACCESSORIES
Discount with
your Kenyon I.D.)

(10

397-569- 6
201 South Main Street

For overnight visits by

Parents and Friends
Call the

CURTIS MOTOR HOTEL
397-433-
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on the public square in Mount Vernon
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andVstee!rlet'S Untitled' prize winnin8 sculpture explores a geometric aesthetic in wood

Christine Hynes' whimsical

puppet

"Leopard" bring humor and life to the show.
i

Art Show Winners

,1982

The annual competitive
show at Kenyon is now on
exhibition at the Colburn
art gallery (April
6,
1982). Works of art were
juried in five categories:
sculpture,
drawing,
painting, photography and
printing. While the number
of works in the show are
fewer than in recent years
(fourty six to be exact, were
choosen for the show) the
works are indeed exciting
and maintain the high
quality work which this
show usually reveals. (All
photos by Nat Griggs )
21-M-
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Chris Cole captured the painting

prize

with a picture titled "Harry

Music View

Interview: Bob Blythe and Brian Wilbert
M

By Ellen Watson

0

"My Window", a quilt by Polly Wagner, won a special award.

VILLAGE
MARKET
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Gambier's Village Grocen:
BEER,

WINE, MEATS & PRODUCE

Brooklyn St. & Gaskin Ave.

Tortoise vs. Hare
On May 2

at

1:30 and 3:30,
Theater, in con-

Children's
junction with the Kenyon
College Dramatic Club, will be
performing a musical, "More
Than Meets the Eye," in the
Hill Theater. The play is about a
rematch race between the infamous Aesop characters, the
Tortoise and the Hare. Tickets
are 50 cents for children and
$2.00 for adults. The proceeds
will go to the Children's Cooperative in Gambier. The Cooperative is planning a facility
that will be in service in 1983
and will serve the community
Ticket inchildren,' ages
formation can be obtained by
between 1:00-5:0- 0
calling
p.m.
2-- 5.

427-258- 5

MAVIS
SPORTING GOODS
"Everything in Sports"
Athletic Wear, Equipment, Shoes
133 S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Hunting & Fishing Shop
117 S. Main St., Mt. Vernon, Ohio

"We call it the Brian and Bob
Show. No, the Bob and Brian...?"
"No, Brian and Bob. Well, it
depends. If you talk to him it's the
Bob and Brian Show, if you talk to
me it's the Brian and Bob Show. It
keeps us even."
Brian Wilbert and Bob Blythe
(or Bob Blythe and Brian, etc.)
were sitting by the Steinway on the
Rosse Hall stage, where, in less
than an hour and a half, they would
perform their Senior Recital, the
culmination of four years' work
towards their music majors. Brian
sat cradling his violin, occasionally plucking out a snatch of
melody on the strings. Bob's
clarinet lay in its case on the piano.
The two had already completed
comprehensive
two four-hou- r
exams, one covering music history
and one covering music theory.
On February 28th in the chapel of
the Church of the Holy Spirit, they
fulfilled half of the major's performance requirement by
organizing, directing and, in
Brian's case, performing Vivaldi's
Gloria. The Recital was the final
requirement. "Can you tell I'm
nervous?" Brian asked. For such a
landmark in their four years at
Kenyon, and for such a challenging
program, they had every right to
be.

"It's funny," Bob said, "we've
been doing things together ever
since Freshman year, when we
started the Easy Winners in its embryonic state." The Easy Winners
are a group of musicians who play
all variety of instruments. Since
most members are seniors this
year, they haven't performed as
much as in the past.
Since that first year, Brian and
Bob have "continued to get into
one musical fiasco after another."
These very successful "fiascoes"
include music for "The Good Person of Szechwan," Christmas WaltReception,
zes, the President's
Parent's Weekend entertainment,
cabarets, Senior and Alumni dinners, and Vivaldi's Gloria.

Bob Blythe is also in the Kenyon
Chamber Singers and has been
know as "Uncle Bob" in the
Chasers for four years. Brian
Wilbert has played organ for
several church services, and both
musicians are working on the campaign for a new organ in the
chapel.
Bob and Brian have, therefore,
played a large part in the tremendous growth of Kenyon's music
department. "It's grown by leaps
and bounds in the past four years,"
said Brian, and modestly adds,
"It's kind of nice to say we've been
a small part of it."
In the fall of 1978 the department
had two staff members, and no formal program of lessons. There are
e
professors, one
now four
part-timand eighteen adjunct
professors who teach private
lessons. The eight practice rooms
and pianos of dubious quality are
no longer adequate for the department which Bob describes as "bursting at the seams."
Bob talked about the "musical
tradition they're trying to build
not one that just reaches to
here
what's easy to get."
For example, Daniel Robinson
has always chosen very difficult
choral works for his Chamber
Singers, like Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony and Saint John Passion
performed this year. These works
are difficult even for professional
choirs, and push the performers
beyond average abilities. "In the
last three years," Bob said,
"We've done some of the greatest
literature for large choruses."
Robinson has fought to make
Kenyon's music department the
best it can be, following Kenyon's
tradition of striving for excellence
in all areas.
Both Brian and Bob spoke at
length about the pieces they would
be performing that Sunday afternoon. They showed, by their
conversation and in the recital's
program notes, that they had
researched the pieces and composers thoroughly.
Mozart's Sonata Number Four in
E minor, Brian tells in the
full-tim-

e,

program notes, was written in
Paris during an unhappy period of
the composer's life. It is Mozart's
only work in E minor, and conveys
an "overall feeling of melancholy." Brian said, "It's a very
nice, quiet sort of piece, nothing
really very fancy or showy."
Bob also mentioned an interpretation of a piece which he
keeps in mind while playing. The
Suite for Violin, Clarinet, and
Piano by Darius Milhaud (Lynn
Tyler on piano), to Bob, represents
"two little kids playing in a field.
One will tumble, and then the next
one will tumble, and eventually
they'll tumble together down the
hill. At some points they get tired,
and they'll slow down for a bit."
Brian added, "It's a neat way to
think of a piece, because it helps us
set the kind of mood that we're
trying for when we're playing it."
True musicians must become
immersed in the music they are
performing; Brian Wilbert and
Bob Blythe really care about what
they are doing, and this care and
sensitivity was transmitted to their
audience during the recital.
After graduation, Brian and Bob
are moving into widely divergent
fields. They have chosen
careers for music
majors, but ones which will still
utilize their talents. Bob plans to go
n
building, beginning
into
as an apprentice and "learning
alongside a craftsman." He helped
build Kenyon's chamber organ,
used in the Rossini Mass over
un-traditio-

nal

pipe-orga-

Parent's Weekend.
Brian said, "I'm taking

my

musical experience and 'bopping
off toBexley Hall'," an Episcopal
seminary in Rochester, New York.
He has taken up organ this year for
several church services, and jokes
that "I like the organ because
people can't see my hands shaking
nearly as much."
Perhaps the Brian and Bob (or
Bob and Brian) Show will play
again some day in a church that
needs an organ and someone to
play it. One can tell from talking
with the two though, that they will
always remain friends.
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Lacrosse Drops Finale

.1

.

By Karen Rockwell

The Ladies Lacrosse team ended
their regular season last Thursday
on an unusual note, as they lost to
This was the first loss
Denison
14-- 8.

for Kenyon, who
defeated the Big Red earlier this
Spring.
The defeat spoiled a chance for
the Ladies to draw the first seed in
the upcoming Regional Division III
Lacrosse tournament, which starts
on Friday at Ohio Wesleyan
University. Denison was given the
number one ranking (and a first
round bye) while Kenyon was
of the season

-
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Senior Corky Hood whips off shot

Lords Aftempt to Rectify Weaknesses Over Weekend
By Bob Warburton
Wednesday, April 21
It is an off day for the Kenyon baseball team, so practice is
scheduled for 3:30 this afternoon. Head Coach Tom McHugh is absent, so captains Graham Heasley and Paul Matthews are running
the workout.
The squad finishes infield drill and gathers around to hear what
their leaders have to say.
"OKay," Matthews begins, "one of our biggest problems is that
we are not hitting the ball well at all. Also, there is no communication between the outfield and the infield. Somebody hits a
ball out there, and no one knows what to do."
"We'll work on that for awhile," Heasley agrees, "then we'll
separate into two groups and do some hitting."
So the team fields, hits, talks and calls it a day at about 6 p.m.
The baseball season is more than half over, and so far it has not
There is a lot of
been much fun. Right now, McHugh's group is
talk about what the problems are, and how to go about solving
them. In short; the hitters are slumping, the pitching staff is thin,
and the weather has been bad. The players will try to straighten out
what they can in today's workout.
0-- 5.

Today is practice, followed by the real thing. Tomorrow the Lords take on Ohio Northern at home, Friday: Oberlin on the road,
comes to McCloskey Field for a
then tough Baldwin-Wallac- e
doubleheader. Four games in three days.
This looks to be a problem. Kenyon has but three pitchers
available to work over this stretch. Mike Voight, Rick Klaus, and
Mike Nevins make up the whole staff. There is absolutely no depth.
Already, the team Earned Run Average is an unimpressive 6.81.
The pitching may be shaky, the hitting has been worse. McHugh
has prescribed lots of batting practice, but it has not helped.
Kenyon is hitting a league low . 130 and has ben outslugged 39-"Our lack of offense has been the biggest problem," Heasley
said. "The people we counted on to hit aren't hitting. The meat of
our order just isn't producing."
No one really knows what to say about the Lord's flat performance at the plate. Last year the same group batted a solid .265,
so this team can hit. Infielder Evan Zuckert leads the club with a
.454 pace, but he is the only regular hitting better than .250. Most of
the averages through the lineup seem too embarrasing to mention.
Centerfielder Bob Manowitz talked about the problem. "Because
of all the rainouts, we really weren't facing live pitching all that often. There's really no one that's hitting consistently."
Thursday, April 22
Amazingly, the weathermen predicted snow for last night. But
the Lords are spared. Sunny skies and cool temperatures for
n
game. It is very good baseball weather.
today's
The Lords have not been very lucky in this respect all season
long. They've had eight rainouts to date. To make matters worse,
Heasley says, "all of them were against teams that were more of
our caliber. They were games we knew we could win."
Following Spring Break and a week in Florida, the Lords hit a
wet season up North. Game after game was cancelled. The team
could rarely even have a workout outdoors. According to most
players, the squad paid a high price for bad luck.
"We kept getting frustrated day after day," explained outfielder
Chip Mesics, Kenyon's other captain. "By the time we got to play
again, we were really rusty. You can't do the same kind of things
inside that you can outside."
Heasley elucidated further. "When we got back from Florida, we
were really up for the season. We looked like we could really do
some things. But we came up here and hit some really bad weather.
So we lost any kind of intensity we once had.
"But I'm sure that playing on a regular basis can help rekindle
the lost spark of intensity."
Weather conditions are right, and Kenyon is playing at home, but
today the Lords are never in the game. Ohio Northern ace Walter
8.
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DeShields spins a complete game victory, and the Bears win
DeShields puts on a show. Through seven innings, he has a
going. But in the eighth, Heasley lays down a bunt single and
bid ended,
Mesics follows with a line single to left. His no-h-it
DeShields settles back down and completes the shutout.
Friday, April 23
Tom McHugh is worried about his team, but he is not about to
reach for convenient excuses. His players are not hitting the ball
well or playing good defense. McHugh does not know why there
aren't but he refuses to blame bad weather or bad attitudes for bad
baseball.
Some say the rainouts have caused compound problems. Not
McHugh. "I don't buy that. Every team in Ohio has the same
problem in the Spring. It's the same way for all our opponents, so
you can't use that as an excuse.
"In general, I think our attitude is good. We are intense and we
are trying hard. Sure it's hard to keep up a good morale when
you're losing, but they are all good kids and I'm real pleased with
their attitudes."
Yesterday, the Lords made eight errors during their loss. "I
thought our defense would be our most improved area," McHugh
commented, "but it has been a big disappointment."
The Kenyon dugout boss says that there are certain things his
team must do in order to shake their slump. "We've got to become
more aggressive at the plate. We are taking too many called
strikes. Also, we've got to start getting some hits together in the
same inning. And we must tighten our defense."
Back on the subject of bad weather, McHugh admits that it may
have cost his club some wins. "We've been rained out three times
against Oberlin so far this year. Last season, we beat them three
6-- 0.

no-hitt-er

j

Thursday's battle with Denison
marked the close of the best season

in Kenyon's Womens' Lacross
history. The scoring combination
of Anne Himmelright to Ashlej
Van Etten has caused opponents tj
gape in awe Unfortunately for tht
Ladies,
Himmelright
w;n
graduate this month. Van ttten
however, is only a sophomore
The Ladies lose three otr
seniors to graduation:
Daisy Gallagher and Sally op i
(both four year letter winners) a j '
Corky Hood. Fortunately, the r t
of the squad is young and shou ,
able to continue the wir 3
Tradition. The J.V. squad as up1 j,
very strong.
r
Fans have every reason to be
about
confident
Fndavt
tournament game against Oberl :aj'
Last Tuesday, the Ladies buried i$
Playing in''
the Yeowomen 14-,
unseasonably cold weather, and in I
co-cap-

The sun is shining brightly again today, so the Lords will play
Oberlin today in a make-u- p game. They load up the vans and ride
out for a 3:30 start against the Yeoman.
Things start out well, as Kenyon scores twice in the top of the first. It is the first time that the Lords have taken a lead over an opponent all season. It is a good offensive battle, and Oberlin bounces
back to a
tie after eight. But Oberlin gets what the Lords don't ; a
clutch hit in the ninth. Final score,
Saturday, April 24
The Kenyon players have just 20 hours to forget their toughest
loss of the year. Baldwin-Wallac- e
comes to Gambier today for a one
o'clock twinbill.
The Lords and Yellow Jackets tangled once before this season,
last May 30 at Cleveland. After two rainouts, it was Opening Day
for Kenyon. The wind was cold and the field was wet, but for a while
luck had sided with the visitors. Mike Voigt homered, Mike Hanley,
filling in at third for the ailing Donoghue, made a couple of nice
plays, and the score was knotted 1 after seven.
But the pitchers duel ended abruptly, as B-- solved Kenyon starter Tom Cooper for seven runs in two innings. The Jackets won
This would be the start of many, many troubles for the Lords.
On April 2, Muskingum came to campus for the 1982 home
opener. Spirits were high, as right Rick Klaus drew the start. But
Klaus' first serve was parked long and high over the McCloskey
field fence, and Muskingum led
After five full innings, the
visitors had built their edge to
In the home sixth, Heasley lashed a double past the bag at third,
good for two runs. Now Kenyon trailed 3 with plenty of time to
score more. Suddenly, the offense died and the comeback was
killed. The Lords could only manage a harmless single in the ninth.
Muskingum prevailed
Next, Wooster blanked Kenyon
followed by a double loss at
ONU. Things had crossed from bad to terrible.
Today, Kenyon (0-drops a pair to Baldwin-WallacGreat
weather, but a bad day for the Lords.
blows them away twice,
2
and 16-- Although both are arm weary, Voight and Klaus are
forced to pitch complete games. Both were effective through the
early innings, but nobody is around to pitch when they tire.
But, the hitting attack starts to wake up. "Our past three games
we've hit the ball much better," Donoghue reports.
"We've been improving in all areas," Mesics adds.
If things continue on the upward curve, the wins will come. Soon
the Lords will play a long stretch of home games. That will help.
The pitchers need some rest too. Luckily, no one is giving up. Not
yet at least.
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Hey I All you
writers! The annual Collegian
humor issue is your chance to strut your stuff. Submissions are now being
solicited from all you wild and crazy, funny persons) Gag letters to the
Editors, phony news stories (did you know that Playboy is featuring
Kenyon
in its June issue?), and accounts of all those other sports
we never hear about are imperative. So, get a funny bone and submit
Deadline May 6th.
not-ready-for-prima-t-
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a smattering

of

rain, Kenyon put

it

all together and kept Oberlin on the
;
defensive all afternoon.
Each member of the offensive
Bne scored goals: Van Etten,
Himmelright, Camp, Hood, Sharon
Cassidy, and Kate Mali. Su;e
Miller turned in another superb
effort in goal, and once ag;n
spearheading the defense.
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Kenyon challenged the bes dent
the OAC, and came up short Onr,lleg
Thursday Denison came to Ga. taniz;
bier planning to supress ther oers
challenge of one of the in- ' PUS
il

'.

ference's legitimate contenders.
Kenyon coach Jim Steen had

hip

beer,,
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:up v

pointing to this confrontation, vl
believed his team had the ability to
pull off the upset. As it turned ot.:.
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The weather for the match ;s.aj(j(
sunny, yet cold.. The Lord's
one player, Alex Luchars. tcr- ped Denison's best by a score of .Jver;
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The Big Red, however, capture-the 5 slots in the singles. Junior
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rebounded from the early setback Lette
to win the next two sets
:ril2
It was unusual that the Lori
I
mawon the top and the bottom
ar.i adei
top
tches in singles, yet lost the
aim:
bottom matches in doubles. Ij Jds,
seems to give the impression fct fial
Denison was in no way superior Socij
Kenyon.
The
Saturday, Kenyon took on, tltf
m
took over Oberlin, winning
convincing fashion 2 Six of tft ;
seven Lord victories were stratg -:dM(
set romps, and the two losses were
6-- 2.
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(not including an unschedtf-match with OSU).
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his personal record to
Sooi
Harvey, Tikson and Folkerth '
won in routs. Kenyon swept
s
doubles matches. Luchars teair
with Harvey, and Bergeren ar;u
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m .1
n
cr
ni:l
i iKsun anu 1 auiem suiiereuJ a
set loss but ended up winning $
match
Kenyon has Ohio Wesleyan aj (;Ta;
4::
the only remaining dual match If; y'OUlt
on its schedule. This Friday 'Pin,
two day Kenyon Inyitatio; aul
begins and then the Lords ;'; illrr
travel to Denison for the 0 Sfoi
Championships. That will give' ?Pit;
Lords another shot at being the W f a
in the OAC.
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Women's Tennis Finishes In Upswing;
Gears Up For Satellite Tourney
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By Susan Smith
Having just completed regular
season play with back to back victories over Wooster and Oberlin,
the women's tennis team is now
preparing for the rigors of state
tournament play.
Last Wednesday, the Ladies
downed Wooster 6 to 3, boosting
their season record to
The
three losses came at first, second,
and third singles. Oberlin succumbed as the next Kenyon victim,
losing by a mere 5 to 4 margin. The
Ladies were defeated at first,
second and third singles once
again, along with second doubles.
Freshman Sarah Overton played a
fine match against her Oberlin opponent but was unable to come up
with the decisive points.
Head coach Sandy Martin is
acof her team's
proud
complishments up to this point in
the season: "We have been playing

training session in
this Saturday
ced a measure designed to from ten o'clock to noon for all
i
the College some money as it campus
organizations
with a
U consultation on financial aid budget for next year.
He said Kenyon has post-i- d
During Open Forum, President
joining COPUS (Coalition of Thorpe experessed his dismay at
oendent College and Univer- - the passing of National Secretary
Week without any mention being
gst oj Students), which is a national
nt organization. Instead, the made to Council Secretary Pam
t. On
ege has formed
an Becker. He then mentioned her,
Gamnization of state schools to lauding Becker's promptness in
the
rse the costs of joining putting the minutes out every
con- . rtu
n -- U.. .... .J Tuesday. In addition, Thorpe
J - L'S L11I uugu d Midi cu
.
lip agreement. This new state praised her for "never moaning
called 0UR FATE about my lousy handwriting" as he
ani?J wU1
presented Becker with a box of a
litv tn Umon for the Retention of
dozen roses.
ncial Aid Toward Education),
d out
it: ?e said. Currently Kenyon,
Northern, Denison and
iin belong to this group. Thor-- 5
id efforts to recruit more Ohio
By Laurie Brown and Liz Honea
)ls from AICU0 (Association
tor
with Jeff Ehrbar
j'
fT" Independent Colleges and
ersities of Ohio) for mem- Right now I'm talking with Laurie Brown, captain of the
Editor :
wil1 be on"
tured lip in 0UR FATE
Kenyon girls' rugby team. To get to the point, Brown,
why rugby?
Thorpe assured Coun-nhlp- ?
Because it's fun. It's a good game; it's social and it's
Brown:
Kenyon will have a "con- challenging.
ng leaaersmp roie
in uun
! V1C- Yea, but, come on, do you actually enjoy throwing each
Editor :
E when it convenes for the fir- other on the ground and jumping on top of each other?
mean-ert- h
the
In
in
ne
October.
pjc
There's something strange in that to me. I mean, you're
:. the newly formed "External
girls.
and
will
read
jconj rs Committee"
Women.
Brown:
aN financial aid
e set w
:
Women
Women.
don't do that.
Editor
ation the College receives
Why not?
Brown:
FATE.
OUR
and
both
COPUS
5t set
Editor:
It's strange.
will
!t the tionally, the committee
:
No stranger than a bunch of guys jumping on top of each
Brown
to increase
student
This isn't women's mud wrestling, you know. It's
other.
back eness of aid issues at Kenyon.
sport. Besides, there's a lot of finesse of it,
bonafide
a
Iters of intent are due Friday,
what with the style of passing and getting the ball down
29 for the following positions:
ords
the field as quickly as possible. AJso, men have been
'jnat-Faculty Committee on
playing it for years, why can't we?
Faculty
the
iand iemic Policy,
but . . . (stutter)
Yea,
Editor:
Stan-'thn mittee on Academic
what?
But
Brown:
Events and
the
Isn't it too rough? I mean, for your girls 1 mean women.
Editor :
or to al Activities
:
if guys can get hurt, so can we. Second, admittedFirst,
Brown
;x:ial Board,
ly women's rugby tends not to be as rough as men's.
,e four student Senators
for
then
as the
For example, we don't have as many pile-up- s
in a 1983 were announced. Winners
theirs are sometimes intentional,
where
guys
and
run-of- f
election are Chris
the
ours are not.
light no, Joe Caperna, Tom Hedge
Because you're not as good? Not as strong?
Editor:
Thorpe.
Morris
vere
Not 'cause of that. We just have a different style of
Brown:
submitted
were
Lor-- i tters of intent
and we're probably not as aggressive as the
playing,
d
com-ulenext year's food service
)
the same game, though.
guys.
It's
ee.
Council elected Linda
Yes, but I still can't picture a bunch of women running
Editorf s,
Richard Woulfe, Jim
around, kicking each other in the face and tackling
fted 'man, David Fisher and Nancy
each other ...
eter: ers.
The object of the game is to put the ball past the goal line,
Brown
Hedge
ial Board Chairman
all
not to kick the other person in the face. What's wrong
the i announced that two groups,
with that? You can't just look at rugby in terms of
med ngston Taylor and the Roman-an- d
(Pause) What's your conception of women,
aggression.
are coming to Kenyon for
- people that walk around in white dresses with
anyway
this Saturday,
jak.l mer Send-Of- f
a parasol on Sunday afternoons ?
irstla Kenyon student
No, I believe in girls' sports, but . . .
Editor:
the-iwill play from one to two
what?
But
Brown:
hck in the afternoon, followed
(Changing the subject) Do you guys . .
Editor:
as Kaylor at 2:30. Dinner will begin
(Interrupting) Women.
Brown:
left 1:30 and the Romantics set
women have the same party as the guys afterwards?
:
...
Editor
Jld
7:00.
by
be finished
the
Yes.
Brown:
mal nance Committee Chairman
THE SAME? No way!
Editor:
will '.1 McCartney said the group
We do. They're fun and a great chance to meet people
Brown:
fun-th- e
)AC meet this week to allocate
other schools.
from
or campus organizations with
And you sing songs? Rugby songs?
Editor:
toD tal exrjenditures for next year.
That's right. What's wrong with that?
Brown :
also announced a tinanciai
I

j.MI

j-.d-

er

New Business, Thorpe

an--

i

Philomathesian

4-- 1.
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very well and our record of
is
I'm not sure if she'll be able to
our best yet this season. Our win play.
over Oberlin really helped, since
According to Coach Martin,
they were third in the state last "The people that do well at the
ypar whilewe were seventh."
Satellite tournament go to the state
This weekend's satellite tourtournament. So if we can get
nament is a deciding factor in the people through this tournament we
outcome of the state tournament, have a strong chance at state comwhich is held the proceeding petition, hopefully we can make
weekend. Of the five teams comthe top four.
peting, Kenyon and Wooster have
The length of the tennis
month)
probably the most depth, followed season
one
(only
by Mallone with top positions at fir- constitutes a negative aspect
st singles and doubles. According to the Ladies play according to
to Coach Martin the Ladies seeds Coach Martin, who "wishes it
were as good as could be expected.
could be two months instead of
"We have good seeds in most one"; the longer they could work
brackets. I think we have a good the stronger tney'd be. We would
chance of winning if only Wooster
have a better chance to get into the
and Mallone offer us our toughest season. It is impossible however to
We could have
competition.
make it into a longer season
conflicting
the
of
problems, however, because our because
number two singles player, Becky
times ot spring vacation and finals
Houpt is out with a broken toe and at the end of the year.
5--

1
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Why Do Women Play Rugby? 'Because It's Fun'

in-fn-

... it just seems . . . (incredulously) girls singing
those songs . . . They're . . obscene!
Again, is that any different than guys' singing them?
(Pause) So what's the future of women's rugby at
Well

.

Brown

:

Editor:
Brown

:

at

'--

Editor:

rv

--

Editor:
Brown

:

Kenyon.
I think a pretty promising one. We've learned a lot since
our first game at Ohio University last fall. This spring
we lost a number of people to lacrosse, but we also have
gotten some new players. Also, our coaches, Mark
Loomis, Art Bond and Bob Malarkey have been very
encouraging all along. In fact we have a home game
against Wooster this coming Sunday at 1:00. You
should come down and see us play for yourself.
Thanks, I'll try to. In any case, I want to wish you
good luck out there. But watch yourself. Don't get hurt.

Thanks, I won't.
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Outstanding Students Recognized
By Craig Richardson

Dean of Students Thomas Edwards next proceeded to award the
following college prizes: The
George Gund Award for best
essays on American life - Mary
Roth; The Academy of American
Poetry Prize - Diana Stauber; The
Muriel C. Bradbrook Prize for best
original ' short story - Gregory
Polly; The John Crowe Ransom
Poetry Prize - Katherine Anderson; The George B. Ogden
Prize for best essay in English
prose - Katherine Andersoni; The
Ryerson Prize in Painting
Christopher Cole.
The Paul Newman Trophy - Andrew Simmons ; The Joanne Woodward Trophy - Lisa Disch; The

On April 20, the Honors Day Convocation was held in Rosse Hall.

President Jordan remarked, "This

convocation represents the best of
Kenyon, past and present, and
that
illustrates
the strengths
Kenyon enjoys."

Jordan

President

to

proceeded

degrees

confer

three

to

then

honorary

persons

associated with Kenyon College
who have been distinguished in
their field of work.
The Doctor of Laws degree was
awarded to William Chadeayne, a
1950 graduate of Kenyon. He is
presently an attorney in the law
firm Partner, Bricker and Elder
and is a trustee and secretary of
Kenyon College.
Harvey Lodish was awarded the
Doctor of Science degree. Dr.
Lodish is a 1962 graduate of
Kenyon and is presently a

professor

Biology at
Massachusetts
Institute

Technology.

--

Phenomena

Ashford Memorial Award for
notable contribution to theater
Lynne Roblin; The James E.
Michael Prize in Playwriting
Douglas Dowd ; The Senior Athlete
of the Year Award - Laura Chase,
Anne Himmelright and Joseph
Parini; The Jess Willard Flaken-stin- e
Award for outstanding
scholar athlete - Tim Truitt: The
Award - Laurie
Humanitarian
Pohl, and Jon
Charles
Brown,
Shapiro; The Doris B. Crozier
Award - Carolyn Wilson; The E.
Malcom Anderson Cup - Morris
Thorpe.
--

f
Second of o
series
One of the most potentially significant events in the shroud's
two-por-

--

gave

Stelk

Reverend

history occurred in 1532, when the chapel in which it sat was
reliquary casket in which the
engulfed in flames. The silver-line- d
cloth was contained was doused with water when it caught fire;
Drops of molten silver burned holes in the linen, and the cloth also
suffered water stains. The burn holes were patched, and now
appear as triangular spots on both sides of the center of the shroud.
Fortunately, the fire left unscathed much of the cloth.
STURP based its initial conclusions on the fact that no artist
could possibly have known enough about the pathology of
crucifixion to have forged image. STURP pathologist Robert
Bucklin claims that the "bloodflows" are too perfect to have been
forged, adding "there is support for the resurrection in the things
we see on the Shroud of Turin." These claims, which he states in his
book Verdict on the shroud, have been challenged recently by New
York pathologist Michael Baden, who asserts that many of
Bucklin's findings are dubious at best. Baden says that it is "very
probable" that the cloth never contained a corpse.
The final argument, as yet not satisfactorily answered, is: Is
there blood on the shroud? STURP found iron and a substantial
amount of protein - elements in blood - in the samples it lifted from
the shroud. However, no trace was found of two other
"ingredients" of blood, sodium and potassium. Further tests
indicated that porphyrins, which are also in blood, were present,
but it must be remembered that porphyrins are also found in common
plant and animal substances. Nonetheless, using these and other
less definitive tests as indices, STURP concluded that the red areas
blood.
indeed
are
cloth
on
the
STURP has yet to explain, though, why the stains are so red. As
everyone who has ever bled knows, blood tends to turn brown after
a period of oxidation - and 600 years is a lot of time to get oxidized.
Real blood may be present, but so may other elements which
preclude a supernatural conclusion. Mueller points to an
adulteration explanation. Basing his conclusions on a reflectance
spectrum test for the presence of Fe,03 (iron oxide), he estimates
that "as much as 50 percent of the bloodstain color could be due to
Fe203...(this is) strongly suggested by the fact that the
'bloodstain' areas appear much too red to be just blood." Mueller
suggests that some enterprising artist, dedicated to realistic
craftsmanship, used blood in a paint mixture which was applied
after the rubbing technique described by Nickell earlier. This idea
is based on the theory, first presented by Walter McCrone, that iron
pigment was intentionally applied by hand to form the image.
n
forensic microanalyst in the world, runs
McCrone, the
the McCrone Research Institute in Chicago. During the time he
worked on STURP, McCrone tested 32 tape samples lifted from the
shroud. He found practically no iron oxide on the clear parts of the
cloth. Noting that artists' pigments containing iron oxide were
frequently used in the Middle Ages, and earlier, McCrone
concluded that the iron traces are the result of human handiwork.
McCrone's theory could be further examined through the use of
radiocarbon methods. According to Mueller, this testing "could
now be done with independent replications using a total amount of
cloth no larger than a fingernail, and with an accuracy of 100
years." Clearly, if the date was established as later than A.D. 300.
the cloth could not be Christ's burial shroud. STURP has made
several attempts to persude Turin and the Vatican to alio
radiocarbon dating, all of which have met with no success. The
church s fear that researchers would destroy the clotn is
unfounded; there is a lot of charred
linen hanging loose under the burn
patches, enough, Mueller says, for
"several hundred dating tests."
Since such minutes samples are
needed, the Vatican may in the
future referse its stand.
The arguments of Mueller,
Nickell, and McCrone go a long
way toward disproving the claim
that the cloth is Christ's burial
shroud. They are based essentially
t
on the idea that a supernatural
explanation should not even be
entertained in the scientific field,
as rational discourse cannot follow
from such a supposition. Their
pure scientific leanings have led
them to place a very large, gaping
hole in the Christ shroud idea. ft
Their challenges to STURP's
popular findings have pretty much
destroyed that group's credibility,
despite its moderating stance.
What is left, then? Has the definitive answer finally been found'
If you believe in the supernatural, then perhaps the scientific
findings do not impress you. In fact, the questions raised by the

the

benediction and the recessional
was accompanied by the music of
the Kokosing Brass Quintet.

the

of

Transue,

William

mathematician, and a member of
the Kenyon College faculty from
has been credited with
making great improvements in the
math department. He was also
given an honorary degree.
President Jordan then presented
1945-196-

6,

Fellowships

and

Awards.

Receiving the Henry G. Dalton
Fellowship in American Studies
were Pamela Reed and Emily
Yukich. The Harry S. Truman
Scholarship was awarded to Jay
Spievack and The Thomas J. Watson Fellowship was given to Roberto

:

v

Castillo-Sandova- l.

Assistant

Professor

--

and

Secretary of the Faculty Rita Kipp
next presented the Faculty Awards

y

t

,j

for Distinguished Accomplishment
for unusually commendable piece
of work beyond the requirement of
regular work at the college. The
this year are
six recipients
Kathryn Ramseur, James Allen,
Robert Bradfield III, Thomas
Grimes, Nathan Schwartz, and
Neil Trueblood.

The spring dance concert, a Concert of Dance Works, will be
presented in Bolton Theater April 29 and 30 and May 1 at 8 p.m. The
dances are choreographed and performed by both Kenyon students
and faculty. Tickets are available at the Bolton Box Office from l
p.m. to 5 p.m. through this week. Student tickets are free with a
Kenyon ID.

Reproductive Rights Conference Held at Oberlin

v

continued from page one
A workshop on the Family
Protection Act brought together
many different issues of personal
control. This bill would: 1) cut off
federal funds for programs
providing abortion services or
counseling, or contraceptive services for unmarried minors
without parental concent; 2) cut
off legal assistance for abortion
litigation, divorce or homosexual
rights cases; 3) restrict federal
to
funds from
being used
promote homosexual "lifestyles";
4) prohibit federal funds from
being used for educational
materials that "do not reflect a
balance between the status roles of
men and women, do not reflect the
different ways in which men and
women live, and do not contribute
to the American way of life as it
has been historically understood."

The

Sixty-si-

x

page bill also

in-

'

The proposed Act uses the states
rights approach, wherein state
laws must be as strict as the
federal standard and can be more
strict. If passed, the impact would
be powerful and widespread and
would negate the accomplishments
of women, blacks, homosexuals,
and perhaps even affect an
stitution as seemingly benign
Kenyon.

Black speakers discussed how
their problems and struggles are
not unique but have a natural affinity with the reproductive rights
movement. One point stressed was
that the cycle of poverty endemic
to so many blacks in this country is
related to lack of sex education,
availability of abortion as well as
the consciousness that racism is an
issue separate from sexism.
The speaker pointed out that
teen-ag- e
pregnancy
is
so
debilitating to an already
community that it is
essential for blacks to organize
around the issues of sex education,
im-povrish-

cludes sections designed to
promote private, segregated,
"Christian" schools.

Lesbian speakers similarly
stated their perceptions of their

ed

great

as

artists,

writers, composers, etc. But,
because women, by and large,
have been excluded from these
fields, lesbians, as women who
have rejcted their assigned roles
have nowhere to turn. It is this lack
of options for the lesbian that activists are trying to overcome.
They consider their sexual choices
as a fundamental reproductive
right and a radical statement of all

right

women's

to

self-determinatio-

7.r

n.

"Anyone
who
would
be interested in establishing a
R2N2 affiliated group here should
speak to the authors or a Womens
Center
Finally, we would like to stress
e
movement
that the
would appreciate your support in
the demonstration at the National
Right to Life Convention in Cherry
Hill, New Jersey on July 17, 1982.
co-ordinat-
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resurrection scorched that image onto the cloth. That theory, it :os
seems, will probably never be disproven as long as there are those Vou
wish to believe it. One thing appears fairly certain: there will be
experts popping up in the next few months to challenge the finds of ' ien
the skeptical experts, who challenged the findings of the STURP epi
experts, who will seek to challenge the findings of the skeptical
experts...
-

or.

Pro-Choic-

South Main Street

iUi

Jtei
ssi:

i

role in the reproductive rights
movement. One speaker noted that
gay men have historically been

recognized

Or
.ith
arc
ink

nmi

birth control and abortion.
Another speaker stressed the
magnitude of these types of
problems when looked at from the
perspective of Third World women
in general.
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